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Following the trend launched in the 17th century by king Louis XIV who distributed on 

a large scale his portrait on magnificent boxes as royal gifts, it became fashionable in 18th 

century France to offer miniature portraits in the high society, for example to exchange and 

duplicate family portraits and to constitute “galleries” of small portraits in cabinets; it was 

also very common to exchange portraits among friends or among lovers. 

Miniature portraits became very popular in the high society and they appeared on all 

kind of supports (snuff boxes, jewellery, cabinet paintings, etc.). Therefore “collections” – 

reunions of several miniatures – were constituted sometimes by chance through gifts but also 

sometimes with a true intent of building of a coherent body of works through commands to 

artists. 

Collectors appeared at different levels: inside Royal families in Europe, at Court, and 

more generally among families of the high society who wanted to keep the memory of their 

members in small format. 

To explore the activity and different aspects of collecting portrait miniatures in 18th 

century France, the first part of this lecture will take several examples. 

 

I Collecting portrait miniatures 

 

- “Preserving the links of a dispersed family”. This aspect will be particularly studied through 

the family collection of Miniature painter Jean-Baptiste Massé (Paris, 1687 – Paris, 1767), 

considered the best miniature painter in the first half of the 18th century. For the Second half 

of the 18th century, several cases will be presented including the collections constituted in 

French provinces by connoisseurs. 

- “Collecting faces as models”: the collection of portrait miniatures by portrait painters for 

memory and copy. 

- “Keeping at sight friends and family faces”: the collection of queen Marie-Antoinette. 

- “Collecting royal portraits, worship and its limits”: the “in and out” registers of Menu 

Plaisirs. 

- “Collecting historical portraits or famous people”: miniatures collected during the 

Enlightenment, seen notably through Merchants’ adverts. 

- “Patrimonial approach: collecting the production of a renowned artist”: the purchase of the 

“Petitot” enamel collection by King Louis XVI. 

If miniature paintings were constituted by circa 80% of portraits, they also include non-

portrait miniatures: historical scenes like battle scenes, mythology, scenes of genre, castles, 

landscapes etc.; the French 18th century production of miniatures touched all kind of subjects. 

The purpose of collecting such diverse works of art goes further than collecting portraits and 

may includes political or philosophical considerations, architectural and military 

documentation, as well as flattering pride and self-congratulation. 

The French school of miniature painting achieved such a high level of quality during 

the 18th century that foreign Courts were eager to buy French miniatures or even to invite 

French masters. This is particularly true for the Russian Court, especially under the reign of 

Catherine II.  

This Second part of the lecture will be studied mostly through Miniatures scenes of the 

van Blarenberghe family, Louis Nicolas and his son Henri-Joseph, the best miniature painters 

for small scenes who were employed at the court of king Louis XV and Louis XVI. 



II. Collecting small scenes in miniature (studied through the works of the van 

Blarenberghes) 

Brief history of the van Blarenberghe family: Louis Nicolas van Blarenberghe (1716-

1794), battle painter and Marine painter to the king; Henri-Joseph van Blarenberghe (1750-

1826), Master of drawing to the King’s children (Maître de dessin des Enfants de France). 

Specifity of their work. 

 

Famous Collectors of the van Blarenberghes: 

Choiseul, Mme de Pompadour, duc d’Aiguillon, duc de Penthièvre, Catherine II etc. 

In the 19th century the Rothschilds and their “Blarenberghe room”. 

 

A small collection on a single box, the gold snuff box “à cage”. 

- Collection of portable views of castles and gardens 

- Collection of paintings seen in miniature: example of the Choiseul snuff boxes: 

- Collection of exact Military details: examples of the works made for Drummond de Melfort 

and for Grand Duke Piotr Fedorovitch (future tsar Peter III). 

 

Conclusion 

 

French 18th century lost collections; collections reconstructed in 19th and 20th Centuries. 
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